
Q&A

to Online Pre-departure Meeting (Academic Information) on
September 15, 2021

STUDENT CARDS/ ISIC

Exchange student: I have a question about orientation week. When it comes time to
separate us into groups so we can pick up our student cards, are you going to send
us an email telling us which group.

IO: Yes, we will. We will divide you into groups in order to avoid long lines. However, we
cannot guarantee that other students will not respect it.

Exchange student: I understand that for our student card/ISIC card we have the centre
booked on the 27th and 29th - does each student get an allotted slot for when to go or
can we just go there on such dates and get it?

IO: Yes, we will divide students into groups and inform you in advance.

Exchange student: how can I get my ISIC card?

IO: We will tell you all the details at the Orientation Day (Card point). In general, you need to
go to a card center with a passport, or ID card. They will find you in the system, take a
picture of you, and make a card at the spot.

Exchange student: The card service center will give ISIC cards and Charles student
cards?

IO: You can choose if you want to obtain an ISIC card (fee is charged), or CU student card
(for free).

Exchange student: What if I have an ISIC card from my home university, can I get a
student card from Charles University? And how do I get it?

IO: We will tell you all the details at the Orientation Day (Card point). In general, you need to
go to a card center with a passport, or ID card. They will find you in the system, take a
picture of you, and make a card at the spot.

Exchange student: What if I already have an ISIC card? Do I need to get one from Czech
Republic?

IO: If you have an ISIC card already, this card should be working for discounts into
museums, monuments, etc. in Prague, as well. However, we do recommend having also the
CU card at least, that you will use to prove your student status in the Czech Republic, you
can use it at the university’s libraries, etc.
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REGISTRATION TO CAS/SIS

Exchange student: What if we didn't have the time to change the password?

IO: You need to write to the helpdesk.

Exchange student: ıs our CAS and SIS password the same?

IO: Yes, it is.

Exchange student: I can't log on to either SIS or CAS. What happens if I forget my login
details/password?

IO: The IO coordinator can help you with the personal number. The forgotten password can
be reset again in CAS.

Exchange student: I can’t log into the cuni information system? is it still broken?

IO: No, not broken. There could be some other problem. Please contact the IO coordinator.

Exchange student: I just noticed that my CAS password had expired already and filled
in the form about it. Will there be time to get a new one before the course registration?

IO: Please write to the helpdesk (query theme: CAS login problem), use the personal
number that was issued to you in the email.

Exchange student: I still don't have my password and user to log in to CAS, who
should I text for it? Thank you very much.

IO: Do check spam, promotions tab…. or check all incoming emails. In addition, check if you
provided the same email address on your application form. The log-in will be sent to that
email address. If nothing, please, contact the Help Desk.

Exchange student: I registered for the student id card before I was registered to your
system and I changed my password in 5days as the instruction says but I couldn't log
in to the CAS or SIS. Is there any other way for me to log in to the system?

IO:Please contact the Help desk to get a new login data generated.

COURSE REGISTRATION

Exchange student: Can I sign for any language courses? I have seen that there are
some exams to enter them?

IO: If there is a placement test, talk to the professor first. So that they can determine your
level.

Exchange student: I have a course in another faculty, when do I sign up to the classes?
At the same time of the classes at faculty of social sciences? Or do I have to check
the faculty website?
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IO: The course registration starts differently to other faculties.

● FF (Faculty of Arts) - 24.9.2021 14:00 until 15.10.2021 18:00
● FHS (Faculty of Humanities) - 24.9.2021 10:00 until 17.10.2021
● MFF (Faculty of Mathematics and Physics) - 24.9.2021 until 10.10.2021

Here, you may see the overview of other faculties and find the information.

Exchange student: When is the first registration day for social sciences?

IO: Friday, 17 September, noon.

Exchange student: Do the course registrations start Friday at noon ? I understood it
was at midnight.

IO: It’s at noon.

Exchange student: 12 am is 00:00, right?

IO: The online course registration starts on Friday, September 17, at 12:00 PM (lunch time!)

Exchange student: How can I tell if the courses are designated for Erasmus students or
not? Most of the courses I chose are not available.

IO: When searching for a course in SIS module Subjects - state Class: Course for incoming
students. See here.

Exchange student: Should we rush to register or is there enough availability?

IO: We recommend registering as soon as possible as every course has a limited capacity.

Exchange student: How can we tell the difference between online courses and hybrid
courses?

IO: All hybrid courses are also organized and held online if required by the student(s), for
example due to visa delay, sickness, etc. There might also be courses online only, which is
specified in the course description on SIS. If the pandemic situation allows, the hybrid
courses are especially meant to be held on-site (face-to-face).

Exchange student: Will our courses be only offered online?

IO: Yes. Courses may be offered online or in a hybrid form. What does it mean? You can
take on-site classes face-to-face, but if you cannot come at the beginning of the semester
due to visa, you need to contact the relevant professor about it, and he/she will share the link
or a recorded lecture with you.

Exchange student: I couldn't find the information on teaching mode for some courses.
How do I make sure that the specific course is online or not?

IO: You will find all relevant information about each course in their syllabus on SIS. In
addition, when you see that there is an allocated room for the course for the winter semester,
it means that it is held in a hybrid form. It may also be specified that it is online only.
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Exchange student: How do we know that the courses which are pre-approved from our
home-university and in our LA aren’t at the same time? For example, if two courses
are on the same day and time in the week?

IO: We recommend checking the courses before the course registration, thus you may have
a better idea about their time slots for the winter semester. In the SIS, please, click on
Subjects on the main board, then put the relevant code or name of the course into the
search. Then click on the course and you will see the WS Schedule on the right side (below).

After, you see the time slots of the course.

Exchange student: My home institution requires that the courses I follow are at least
2nd year courses but I could not find any information about that in the SIS course
catalogue. Where can I find this information or does the Faculty not distinguish
between which year of study a course belongs to?

IO: Unfortunately, the FSV UK does not make this kind of distinction.

Exchange student: Is the course registration opening at the same time for all faculties?
I would like to sign up for a course at the faculty of law. I have tried to look for their
course registration date for erasmus students but I can’t seem to find it anywhere.
Any tips on where to look/ask for ?

IO: The registration for the Faculty of Law starts on 23/09/2021 at 23:00.

Exchange student: At my home uni, I have to take the bachelor seminar, but I won't be
able to enrol in it until October. Probably a few days after 6 October. The bachelor
seminar is compulsory for me because it's my final year of my BA and I'll be writing
my bachelor thesis. What if the seminar from my university will be during the hours of
the Charles University class I have already signed up for, and the time to sign out of
the class has already passed?

IO: You can drop from a course even after 6 October, the latest 14 November with the help
of your IO coordinator, before you finalise your LA.

Exchange student: When will we know which classes we get a spot in? How many
"plan b" courses do you recommend that we sign up for?

IO: You will know it straight away if you can enroll or be on the waiting list.

Exchange student: My home university requires 15 ects of level 3/ 3rd year/advanced
courses during exchange, but these courses are not in the "incoming students"
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category in course catalogue. Am I still allowed to take these courses? (e.g. advanced
macro & advanced econometrics)?

IO: In general, incoming students may enroll only in courses assigned “Courses for incoming
students” on SIS. But, if you really need to take the course, please, do not hesitate to contact
the professor and specify the reason.

Exchange student: As an exchange student, can we only register to classes that are for
incoming students?

IO: Yes, it is preferred.

Exchange student: Do we have a priority to register for classes we initially signed on
the Learning Agreement?

IO: No, with the opening of the registration you are starting from scratch.

Exchange student: In the schedule, some courses are given more than once a week, do
we need to attend every one of them?

IO: Depends on the course. Some courses are composed of two sections (lectures and
seminars) - then yes, both are compulsory. Sometimes you get a lot of options for a seminar
- then you need to choose just one.

Exchange student: I have tried to follow your instructions at the moment, but cannot
choose the Faculty of Social Sciences in SIS yet but only the Centre for Knowledge
and Hussite Theological Faculty. Will it only be visible on the 17th or is there
something wrong with my student data?

IO: It will be available on Friday the 17th September, noon.

Exchange student: I have a question specifically for one subject - managing multimedia
projects. On the schedule it looks like it takes place for a whole week for most of the
day. Do you maybe know what the realistic schedule will be?

IO: There can be courses at the FSV UK which are organized as a one full-week course that
includes lectures and the practice. Unfortunately, it is not stated the dates or some other
information, thus we contacted the professor and this course is taught from Monday to
Friday in January 3-7, 2022 when the regular courses are already over.

Exchange student: Sorry, but did I get it correctly that every subject at our faculty has
the exact same time when we can register? So on every subject we can register on
Friday at 12 at lunch?

IO: Yes, registration for all the courses of FSV UK for our Exchange students starts 17
September, noon.

Exchange student: How do we know which modules are designated for incoming
students?

IO: There is a tab in SIS catalogue that filters courses for incoming students.
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Exchange student: How does the system determine who can get the class? Does the
person who registered earlier get the class or does it simply depend on luck?

IO: It is on the  basis of First comes, First served.

Exchange student: If we cannot attend class because we are sick or in quarantine for
example, do we need some attestation to be able to follow the course online or is that
just something that we have to inform the professor about?

IO: At this moment it is just your duty to inform the professor. Each professor will say all
practical things related to his / her course during the first class.

Exchange student: I am sure this question has already been answered, but I was
having some problems with the internet. So sorry! Are the hours that the classes will
be held already stated in the SIS? So that we can plan our schedule.

IO: Yes, the hours of the course should be stated in the SIS. If not, you can contact the
professor and ask.

Exchange student: I heard that some of the Courses listed on the subject list are
already full since the local students had their Course registrations earlier than us.
How do we know which ones are still available?

IO: When registering the system won’t let you enroll - it either means the course is full (then
waiting list option is offered) or the course is not intended for Exchange students.

Exchange student: Do I understand it correctly? If I want to enroll for the course in
Czech (not for incoming students), I can't do it until I'll write you an email?

IO: You need approval of the professor first, then he/ she or we can register you. You will not
be able to do it yourself.

Exchange student: If I find a course from winter semester at your university which is
similar to course from my home university in summer semester, can I replace it with
this course?

IO: You need to contact your home university and have it approved by them first. There is no
problem from our side.

Exchange student: When does the registration for faculty of pharmacy (Hradec
Kralove) begin? Or should I contact my coordinator? Thank you in advance.

IO: The registration at the Faculty of Pharmacy works a little differently. Please, keep in mind
that the town Hradec Králové is like a 1-hour ride from Prague. If you are interested in any
particular course, you need to contact the faculty coordinator, Mrs. Hana Krieglerová
(hana.krieglerova@faf.cuni.cz) who can register you in.

Exchange student: About the faculty of sports do you know when the sign up for
classes starts?
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IO: The Faculty of Social Sciences does not have a Department of Physical Education. It is
possible to register for PE classes at the Faculty of Arts via SIS. For more information, go to
http://ktv.ff.cuni.cz/vyuka/rozvrh/.

For the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports the registration opens 30 September.

Exchange student: How do I know which course has a “research component” to it?
This is required by my uni for at least 2 courses.

IO: Contact the course professor, please, if it is not stated on the course syllabus in SIS.

Exchange student: If a master course's description excludes social science
undergraduate students, does this apply to me as an Erasmus student?

IO: Unfortunately, yes.

Exchange student: Is it possible to register for classes if the changes in learning
haven't been approved yet? I am still waiting for my home university to approve them.

IO: If you have any doubts, please email your Coordinator from the International Office FSV
CU.

Exchange student: Will I know my schedule when signing up for the classes?

IO: Yes, every course should have the time mentioned in the syllabus.

Exchange student: When I got my package of courses approved from my home
institution I had to list a few extra courses in case a course that I selected is not
offered anymore. So my question is is it possible to sign up for more courses that I
actually have to follow to  be prepared for the case that I cannot or do not want to
follow a specific course anymore? So can I sign up for more courses that I actually
have to pass …and attend the first meetings of all the courses that are in my learning
agreement  and then decide which ones I can/want to do and sign off from the ones
that I do not can/want to follow anymore?

IO: Yes, you can sign up for more courses. But always think if you can really manage 10
courses, the workload could be dense. You can drop the courses you do not intend to follow
within the add/ drop period which ends 6th October.

Exchange student: Sorry to ask, but I want to make sure about this. Are EU students
simply "Erasmus" students? That is, can they register for classes at both the Faculty
of Arts and Humanities? (with 49% of their courses)?

IO: No, EU students can be of different mobility. The best way if you are not sure, is to
contact your IO coordinator.

Exchange Student: What if all the courses approved by my home uni are full and I
won't be able to register for any of the subjects in my LA? What should I do in such a
case? Create a new LA?
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IO: You do not need to create a new one, but you will need to make changes to the original
one and have them approved by your home university and then by your IO coordinator Petra
Devine.

Exchange student: Who do we have to contact if we have difficulties with SIS for
registration?

IO: You should contact your IO coordinator.

Exchange student: What if a class says that it is taught in Czech and English? Any idea
how that works? Thank you!

IO: I suppose the teacher will be able to give you English instructions. In addition, check if
there are two different available time slots of the same course. One of them can be taught in
English only.

Exchange student: If I can’t get a class in the first class registration period (the one till
Oct. 6) Is there another way to go to the professors in class directly and register on
site?

IO: You can email them, talk to them. Once you have their permission (in a written form
preferably), forward it to us.

Exchange student: I saw almost every sport course is in Czech. Don't you have sport
courses in English?

IO: There are some, but yes very few. Nevertheless most of the teachers speak English, so
you can email them and ask if it is ok to join the class even though you do not speak Czech.

Exchange student: Can I sign up for courses in Czech?

IO: In general no. If you speak Czech (native or very knowledgeable) contact the professor
and ask. If he/ she approves, they can add you to the course. If they can't, the IO coordinator
can (but confirmation email from the professor must be forwarded).

Exchange student: There was an entrance test on one of my courses on 13th
September, but I didn't know. I thought it would all happen on the 17th. Is it possible
to apply for the Course in another way?

IO: You will need to contact the professor. If the course is offered to incoming students, the
professor should give you the opportunity to have the test with the course registration for
incoming students.

Exchange student: Can we change (not just drop) one course to another before 6th of
February?

IO: Add and drop period finishes 6 October - for the students. Till 14 November you can still
contact your IO to drop you from a course and to add you to the course between the 6
October to 14 November, you need the professor’s approval first. Then he/she can add you
to the course and if technically not possible, you will contact your IO coordinator.

Exchange student: Do you have sports sections?
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IO: At our faculty we don’t. But you can have a look at the Faculty of Arts where they have
some allocated for our faculty.

Exchange student: I have already gotten emails from a course, but they are in Czech
and it is not one of the courses I’m in.

IO: If you forward us the email we will have a look at this and let you know what it is about.

Exchange student: I checked one course (which is mandatory for me) and in the
schedule it only says JPEK210, which I guess means it will only be held physically.
Can I find online substitution?

IO: All courses will be held hybrid. Please, contact the relevant professor and ask for the
course’s online part if it is not stated on the SIS.

Exchange student: What is the deadline for changing the courses? For example, if I
come to the 1-2 lectures and realise it doesn’t fit me?

IO: You can add or drop the course yourself till 6 October. From 6 October to 14 November
you can be dropped from the course by your IO coordinator.

Exchange student: If we are sick and we cannot attend on-site classes for several days,
do we need to get a medical certificate or do we just inform the professors?

IO: Contact the professor and ask for the link to the class online.

Exchange student: For the Erasmus Grant we need to provide a learning agreement
before we leave on our study abroad? What should we do if the learning agreement is
only confirmed mid November?

IO: Please contact your Coordinator Petra (incoming@fsv.cuni.cz), she will help you with
that.

Exchange student: Once I have officially registered for classes, how can I make
changes to the learning agreement?

IO: There is a part of each LA that has space for changes during mobility. Once you finalize
your course registration, you write in the changes of your course selection in that part of your
LA. Then you sign it, send it to your home university for approval and finally, you send it to
your coordinator from the International Office at Charles University for signature. This
procedure applies to Erasmus+ and Erasmus+ ICM students.

Exchange student: In my winter semester I have practical training which is 5 ECTS. Are
there any options to get some equivalent at the FSV?

IO: We would need more information and then we can ask a relevant Institute at the FSV
UK. :)

Exchange student: Can I sign for bachelor subjects even if I study a master degree?

IO: Yes, as a bachelor-level student you can register for a master-level course, and vice
versa. However, please, be sure that the courses are acknowledged by your home university
coordinator.
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CZECH LANGUAGE COURSE AND OTHER LANGUAGES

Exchange student: So if I enroll on Czech Language Course, I need to pay?

IO: If you enroll into one of these, then yes.

Exchange student: When is the payment deadline?

IO: If talking about the paid Czech language course, the professor will give you precise
information once the course starts.

Exchange student: So JBT105, specifically, is a paid course? JBT105 is the Czech
Language I Course.

IO: No, this one is not paid. But our full degree students have the priority here.

Exchange student: Yes, but it was mentioned that other faculties might potentially have
courses for free :)

IO: Yes, it is possible. You can check the website of the Faculty of Arts.

Exchange student: I have 2 questions (I have just joined the meeting, sorry if this was
already answered). Do you recommend any Czech language course out of uni or are
there any free Czech language courses at uni? And secondly, when does the
Christmas break start? Are there any longer breaks from uni during winter semester?

IO: FSV UK offers good Czech language courses HERE, UJOP offers HERE. Christmas
break starts on 23 December, for other holidays please check the academic calendar (there
is no break as long as the Christmas one).

EXAMINATION

Exchange Student: Do you know roughly when the re-exams will be?

IO: This is solely each professor's decision.

Exchange student: If we fail a course we take, is there such a thing as a make-up
exam? I mean a new exam that can make up for the final exam?

IO: Yes, every student who fails an exam has the right to have a re-take.

Exchange student: What happens if we have an exam on the 11th-13th of February,
when we only have our accomodation rooms until the 11th?

IO: There are no written/oral exams during the weekend (which is February 12-13). It can
also refer to the deadline of final papers. If you leave on February 11, you need to arrange
accordingly to submit your paper on time, and not to book your final exam on Friday,
February 11.
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Exchange student: Is there a possibility to find out already when the exams for the
individual courses will be? Because for example I have to be back at my home
university at the beginning of February so in the middle of the exam period.

IO: This information will (should) be available in SIS (module Exams) at the beginning of the
Registration for examinations through SIS (starting 1st December). If not, please do contact
the professor. Nevertheless sometimes professors include it in the course syllabus at the
beginning of the semester. To make your planning easier.

Exchange student: What grade (A-F) do we need to get to pass the test/exam?

IO: A-E = passed, F = failed

Exchange student: How will the exams take place in january/february?

IO: The exam period is from 10 January to 13 February 2022. It may be a written/oral exam,
the final paper submission, presentation or other course requirements depending on each
course.

Exchange student: Will we be taking the exams online or on site?

IO: All exams should be available in an online format and further details are up to the course
professor so always please check with the professor.

Exchange student: If we have done our exams in January, will we be on holiday until
13/02?

IO: It will not be a holiday per se but if you fulfill your obligations earlier than the end of the
semester, you can use that time to explore the Czech Republic or go to your home country.

Exchange student: Is it possible to be evaluated during the semester instead of taking
a final exam?

IO: The final grade is composed of different parts and the final exam is one of them. This
information should be part of the course syllabus. If you cannot find it, please email the
course professor and the Institute Coordinator or garant (we have 5 Institutes at FSV).

Exchange student: Do we have class the first Week of January?

IO: No, the classes officially end on December 22. In January and February you may thus
focus on the exams only.

Exchange student: As Erasmus students, is it possible to ask our future teachers if it’ll
be possible to pass our exams before the Christmas holidays?

IO: Yes, it is possible. In general, there is a pre-examination period during December.
However, it is not guaranteed and relevant to each course. As you mentioned, try to talk to
your professor.

SUMMER SEMESTER 2021/22
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Exchange student: Do we already have to register for the summer semester as well?

IO: No, 17/09 - 06/10 is registration only for the winter semester.

Exchange student: I am going to study for the whole academic year. Can I make
changes in my Learning agreement two times - at winter semester and at summer
semester too?

IO: Yes, every semester is done separately.

Exchange student: Are we signing up to classes for the whole year, or just for the
winter semester? IE. if we are doing a year exchange, should we sign up to all our
courses now, or do we sign up to spring semester ones later in the year?

IO: 17 Sept - 6 October - registration for courses for winter semester. You need to sign up
again for the summer semester later on. 4 - 20 February - registration for courses for
summer semester

OTHER

Exchange student: Is it possible to attend classes without being assigned to them,
additionally, without taking the exam?

IO: Lectures are open to the public but the room capacity is limited. Seminars only to
registered students.

Exchange student: Hello, will this meeting be recorded and if so where can we find the
recording?

IO: Yes, it will be recorded and shared on the webpage
https://fsv.cuni.cz/en/exchange/life/presentations.

Exchange student: The buildings are close to each other?

& Exchange student: Are the buildings close enough to each other to attend classes
from different buildings?

IO: The FSV UK has four different buildings. Three of them are in Prague downtown close to
each other, the other building Pekařská (mostly for courses of political science and
international studies) is a little bit at the outskirts of Prague. However, with the public
transportation you are there within 20-25 minutes. Please, watch the video of Petra who
introduces the buildings and also shows the map.

Exchange student: In the "Hours per week, examination" column in the subject list in
SIS, what exactly does for example "1/1 Ex " mean, since I did not find any
Explanation for that.

IO: 1 lecture and 1 seminar

Exchange student: How do I tell lectures apart from seminars on the website?

IO: It should be stated in the syllabus in the SIS.
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Exchange student: A bit off topic: do you know if there’re “private” rooms available at
the libraries for studying in silence or in teams? :)

IO: Technical library HERE

Exchange student: Regarding the practical training, students would be assigned to an
organization or institution related to our study field and work there for a certain
amount of hours. From my home faculty I have got the guarantee that If I find anything
similar at the FSV that they will recognize it as valid.

IO: You need to contact your IO coordinator.

Exchange student: Will you be able to stamp our certificates of arrival on the Welcome
Day? (For Erasmus Scholarship).

IO: No, we will send you a link to our reservation system where you will be able to reserve
your spot for the days we allocate for you.

Exchange student: Is there a library or study place near the Pekarska building?

IO: There are 3 main FSV libraries. Please see the locations here.

Exchange student: In regards to courses that require reading a lot of books, such as
the one about Global Politics: are the required books available in a CU Library?

IO: They should be available in the CU libraries but there are no guarantees in terms of how
many copies will be available.

Exchange student: Is the presentation of the 27th online or on site?

IO: The orientation presentation will be on site (in the morning) as well as online (in the
afternoon) for those who cannot participate in the morning (self-isolation, visa issues - still in
their home country).

Exchange student: Hi, how can I know what kind of student I am? For example, I am
coming from National Taiwan University as an exchange student. Am I an Erasmus
student?

IO: To be 100% sure, please see who your coordinator from the International Office at
Charles University is. Based on that, you will be able to see what type of exchange student
you are.

Exchange student: Sorry I am still a little confused about the student public
transportation ticket: can we buy the ticket before the 27th e.g. with our application
letter or ISIC card from our home University? Because when I asked at the train
station they said I NEED the ISIC card from Charles University - is that right?

IO: For the transportation discount you need a CU ISIC card.
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SOME EXTRA NOTES FROM OUR STUDENTS

For the CAS and SIS system, don’t use Safari, instead use Chrome or Firefox. Safari
didn’t work for me.

Also check all incoming mail for the login data email. It can end up in spam or other
files.

Exchange student is sharing a link to a WhattApp group for the incoming students.
Do not hesitate to join: https://chat.whatsapp.com/JqrnK7XDKfr2jQZAVvVK1Y
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